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CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS FOR VECTOR-VALUED

ENTIRE FUNCTIONS OF NUCLEAR BOUNDED TYPE
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THOMAS A. W. DWYER III

ABSTRACT.  Given two complex Banach spaces E and F, convolution

operators "with scalar coefficients" are characterized among all convolution

operators on the space  HN¡}(E'; F) of entire mappings of bounded nuclear type

of E' into F.   The transposes of such operators are characterized as multiplica-

tion operators in the space Exp(E; F') of entire mappings of exponential type

of E into F'. The division theorem for entire functions of exponential type of

Malgrange and Gupta is then extended to the case when one factor is vector-

valued. With this tool the following "vector-valued" existence and approxima-

tion theorems for convolution equations are proved:   THEOREM 1. Nonzero

convolution operators "of scalar type" are surjective on Hpfb(E'; F).

THEOREM 2.  Solutions of homogeneous convolution equations of scalar type

can be approximated in ti^iE'; F) by exponential-polynomial solutions.

Introduction. The theory of existence and approximation of solutions of

linear partial differential equations and convolution equations in infinite-dimen-

sional domains has been developed by Ph. Boland [Bl—3], S. Dineen [Di], Boland

with Dineen [B-D], T. Dwyer [Dl-6], C. Gupta [Gl-3], M. Matos [Mat], Gupta

with Nachbin [N2] and D. Pisanelli [P] (the latter dealing rather with total differ-

ential equations).

Other than [P], which does not deal with convolutions or partial differential

equations, the results in the references above are for scalar-valued functions.

Counterexamples found by Aron and Boland [A-B] indicate that not all convolu-

tion equations have solutions among vector-valued functions, even in finite dimen-

sion. The purpose of this paper is to show that, if one restricts oneself to convolu-

tion operators of "scalar type" (see Chapter II), i.e., which reduce for finite-dimen-

sional domains to linear differential operators (of possibly infinite order) with

scalar coefficients, then one recovers the Malgrange-Gupta existence and approxi-

mation theorems for "nuclear" entire functions with domain and values in Banach

spaces.
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This paper is organized as follows:

In Chapter I we establish the necessary duality between the space PN("E';F)

of «-homogeneous polynomials from a dual Banach space E' onto a Banach space

F, and the space ?{"E; F') of all continuous «homogeneous polynomials from F

into F'. This duality is described by a bilinear form <, )n F and the chapter ends

with a formula that allows the representation of <, )n F in terms of the analogous

form <, >„ between scalar-valued polynomials.

In Chapter II we develop in turn the duality between the space HNb{E'; F)

of entire functions of nuclear bounded type from E' into F, and the space

ExpiE; F') of entire functions of exponential type from F into F'. This duality

is described by a bilinear form « , ))F, and the chapter ends with a formula that

allows the representation of « , »F by the corresponding form « , » between

scalar-valued functions.

In Chapter III the "homogeneous (partial) differential operators of scalar

type" g'n{d)F, associated with homogeneous scalar-valued polynomials g'n on F,

are defined between spaces of vector-valued homogeneous nuclear polynomials on

E', by extension of the scalar operators g'n(d), using the fact that VN{nE';F) is

the nuclear completion of VNi"E') ® F.  These operators are then extended to

all of HNb{E'; F) in the way used by Dineen to treat differential operators on

formal power series [Di, Chapter 3]. "Scalar differential operators of infinite

order" g'(d)F, associated with scalar-valued entire functions of exponential type

g' on F, are then constructed by power series expansions, and are shown to be

the "convolution operators" f *, with f = T ® lp in L{HNb{E'; F); F), where

TE HNb(E')', 1F is the identity operator on F, and

(T*f)(x')=T(u'r+f(x' + u')).

The chapter ends with a proof that the adjoint of g'(d)F with respect to the pair-

ing « . ))/r is the operator g' • of pointwise multiplication by g'.

In Chapter rv Gupta's fundamental division theorem for scalar-valued func-

tions of exponential type is rewritten in the formalism of the bilinear form « , »,

and is then extended to the case when one of the factors is vector-valued. The

chapter ends with proofs of the existence theorem {g'(d)F is surjective on

Hj^b{E'; F)) and the approximation theorem (exponential-polynomial solutions

are total among the solutions/G HNb(E'; F) of g'(d)Ff= 0).

A list of references is provided at the end.  In particular, an excellent expo-

sition of the theory of convolution equations on HNb{E') (the scalar-valued pre-

decessor of this paper), as well as the more general "unbounded" case of Hj^E'),

is found in [G2]. A similar study of operators on HN(E'; F) can presumably be

carried out by the use of the density of scalar-valued functions in HN{E'; F),

proved by Aron in [A].
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Chapter I. Vector-Valued Polynomials

Definitions and notation.   In all that follows E and F are complex

Banach spaces (for simplicity with the approximation property, in order to have a

one-to-one correspondence between nuclear tensors and nuclear polynomials,

although this can be bypassed (see below)). E', F' are the Banach space duals, and

E*, F* the vector space duals, of E and F respectively. Given xEE and x' EE'

(or E*) we use the notation (x, x') := x'(x), and similarly for the natural pairing

of F with F'. Notation is as in [Nl] and [G2] : P("E'; F) is the Banach space

of all continuous «-homogeneous polynomials from E' to F.  The space pC%E;F')

of continuous «-homogeneous polynomials P'n from E to F' is similarly defined.

PN(?E'; F) is the Banach space of «-homogeneous nuclear polynomials from

E' to F, induced from the nuclear tensor product E ® • • • ® E ® F (not E").

Pf("E'; F) is the dense subspace of polynomials of the form 2/<tt/, )nv¡, with

ut E E and vEF.

If dim F = 1 we write ?(nE') for P(?E'; F) and similarly for all other

spaces of polynomials. Polynomials are then written as P or P' in place of P or F.

Duality of spaces of homogeneous polynomials.   Given T €

?N(?E';F)' let J„T: E —■ F* be defined by <y, JnT(x)) := <xn • y, T) for all

xEE and y EF.  We have:

Proposition LI. The mapping T H- JnT is an isometry from VN(nE'; F)'

onto P(nE; F').

Proof.  Given TE?N("E'; F)' we have J„T(E) C F': indeed,

Ky, JnT(x))\ = \<xn -y,T)\< II*" • y\\N\\T\\ « IMHWIlim

so \\JnT(x)\\ < llxinini, for all xEE.   From this point the proof is the same as

in the scalar-valued case [G2, §7, Lemma 4, p. 59].   D

Definition. The duality between PN("E'; F) and P(nE; F') can also be

described by means of the bilinear form

<->n,F: ?NinE';F)x PCE;F')^C

defined by (Pn,Pn)n¡F '.- (?„, Tn), where Tn := J~xP'n. It follows that

\&n>K>n,F\ < ÄBiriftII for every P„ E ?N(nE'; F) and P' E P("E; F'). In
particular we have {xn • y, P'n)nF = (y, P'n(x)) for all x E E and y EF.

Let < , )n: V^E') x p(nE) -*■ C be the bilinear form corresponding to the

isometry ?N(nE')' -* ?("E) when dim F = 1, i.e., (xn, P'n)n = P'n(x) for all

x E E and P'n E P(nE).

Given P'n E P("E; F') and yEF,we will use the notation ?'  : E -* C to

describe the associated scalar-valued polynomial, defined by P'ny(x) :— (y, P'n(x)).
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Conversely, given Pn G PN("E') and y E F, the associated vector-valued poly-

nomial Pn ' y: E' -*■ F is defined by (F„ • y)(x) := P„{x')y for all x' G F'.

Clearly P'ny G ?("E) and F„ • y E PN{nE'; F). We will need the following "re-

duction from <, )nF to <, >„":

PROPOSITION 12.   iP„ • y, P'n\,F = Wn> Ky>n M aü P„ E ?N{"E'),
P'nEp{nE;F')andyEF.

Proof. Since <, )nF and <, >„ are continuous bilinear forms and P^{"E')

is dense in PN(?E') it is enough to consider Pn of the form Pn = x", xEE.  D

Chapter n. Vector-Valued Entire Functions

Definitions and notation.  íi(F'; F) is the vector space of entire func-

tions E' -*■ F (i.e., functions with locally uniform power series expansions

2n(l/n!)d"/(x0) at every x0 G F', where dn denotes the nth Fréchet derivative

polynomial. Hb{E'; F) is the subspace of functions bounded on bounded sets, or

equivalently with infinite radius of convergence at one or any point [Nl, §7,

Proposition 2]. The spaces H(F; F') and Hb{E; F') are similarly defined. Also

Exp(F; F') is the space of functions /' = 2~=0(1/m!)F¿ with P'n E P("E; F')

such that lim supJIT^H1/" < °°, called entire functions of exponential type from

F to F', or equivalently, such that ||/'(x)|| < Cecl|x" for C > 1, c > 0 and all

xEE (the equivalence follows from the Cauchy estimates [G2, §3, Proposition 6,

p. 24]).  By HNb{E';F)v/e mean, as in [Gl], [G2],the Fréchet space of functions

/= 2~=0(l/w!)F„ with F„ G PN{nE'; F) such that iimn{lfnl\\PJN}xln = 0, or

equivalently such that \\\f\\\N,p := 2~=0 pnHn\\\Pn\\N <~ for all p > 0,

equipped with the norms III Mjy-    thus defined. These are the entire functions of

nuclear bounded type from F' to F.  When dim F = 1 we use the notation H{E')

for H{E'; F), and similarly for the other function spaces. Functions on F' are

then written as / and functions on F as / , instead of / and / .

By [G2, §5, Lemma 1, p. 45], Taylor series converge to the corresponding

functions in HNb{E'; F). Hence the nuclear polynomials form a dense subspace.

Moreover, by [G2, §5, Proposition 3, p. 45], the functions ex • y: E' -*F,

where (ex • y)(x') := e^'^y for all x' G E' and all x G F and y G F, are total

in HNb(E'; F).

By [G2, §7, Lemma 1, p. 52] we know that HNb{E'; F) is stable under

translations, i.e., if/G HNb{E'; F) then Tx,fE HNb{E'; F) for all x'EE', where

Tx,f{u'):=f{u'-x').

Proposition II.l.  HNb{E') ® F is dense in HNb(E'; F).

Proof. Given /G HNb(E'; F) and a neighborhood W of / in HNb(E'; F),

from the convergence to /in HNb{E'; F) of the Taylor series of fit follows that
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there is a polynomial 2*=0 Pn in W (i.e.,P„ = (llnl)dnf(0). Since P^E^^F

is dense in PN("E'; F) by construction, it follows that there is a sequence (Qnk)k

of «-homogeneous polynomials QnkE PN("E') ® F (of finite-dimensional range)

converging in PN("E'; F)toPn, for each n <./V.  Since the identity imbeddings

PN(nE'; F) C HNb(E'; F) are continuous, it follows that (Q„ &)& converges to

P„ in fi^Cff'; F) for each « <iV.  Hence (2^=0 Qnk)k converges to 2*=0 Pn

in HNb(E'; F), so 2^Ç.0 Q„ k is in ¡V for a sufficiently large k.  Since clearly

s£=o &.* e W) ® ̂  C HNb(E') <S> F we are done.   D

Remark. A similar (but much deeper) density result that leads to the treat-

ment of the "unbounded" type of [G2, §9] is given in [A].

Duality of spaces of entire functions. Given TE HNb(E'; F)' let

BT: E-*F*be defined by <y, BT(x)) := (ex • y, D for all x E E and y E F.

BT is the Fourier-Borel transform of T. We have:

Proposition 112. The mapping T H- BT is a linear isomorphism of

HNb(E'\ F)' onto Exp(E; F').

Proof. Given TE HNb(E'; F)' we have BT(E) C F': indeed, \{y, T(x))\

:= \{ex • y, T)\; T E \\Nb(E'; F)' implies there is some p > 0, and a constant

Iir||p > 0, such that |<e* • y, T)\ < ||r||p|||e* • ylN>p; but

n = 0

= M £ ¿rp"\M\n = \\y\\epM,
n=0

so \{y, BT(x))\ < imiplMIe""*11, i.e., ||Br(x)|| < II TV"»*" <°°.
BT E Exp(E; F'): let Tn := restriction of T to PN(nE'; F) and P'n := /„ Tn

E P(nE; F'): as in the proof of the scalar-valued case [G2, §7, Proposition 2,

p. 60] for each N we get

/     N     i   «,     \ N     i ^

n=0 /        n=0

JV     , / N     , \

n=0  "• \n = 0 /
Z   n!

which converges to (ex • y, T), i.e., (y, BT(x)), asN-*°°. That is,

E -hr'nix) - Wx)
n=0  "•

in the weak* topology, for all xEE. Moreover, in the dual norm of F' we get

WLN=0(l/n\)P^(x)\\ < imipepl|x|1 < o» for ||7ïlp as defined above for some p >0,

so that 2~_0(l/«!)P'(jt) converges in F' (strongly), hence also weakly*, hence
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2~=0(l/«!)/>J!,(x) = BT(x) also strongly on F'. The remainder of the proof is as

in the scalar-valued case [G2, §7, Proposition 2].   D

Definition. The duality between HNb(E'; F) and Exp{E; F') can also be

described by means of the bilinear form « , ))F: HNb(E'; F) x Exp{E; F') -* C

defined by «/,/% := </, T), where T= B-1/' G HN{E'; F)', for all /G

HNb{E'; F).  In particular we have «e* • y, f'))F = (y, /'(x)> for all x G F and

yEF.

Proposition II.3.

«/,/% =  ¿ ji(d"f{0),d"f'(0))niF
n=0

for allfE HNb{E';F) and f' G Exp(E; F').

Proof.  Let /' = BT,TE HNb(E'; F)', and let Tn := restriction of T to

PN(nE'; F): then (y, BT(x)) := (ex -y,T) = 2~=0(1/h!)<x" • y, Tn) =

(y, 2^=0(l/«!)/„r„(x)>, so dnf'(0) = Jn Tn. Hence

«/,/%:=</>> =  ¿ ^<<¿"/(0),:r>= ¿  ±(dnf(0),JnTn)nF
n = 0  "' n=0

=  £ ^(dnf(0),d"f'{0))niF-   D
n = 0

Let « , »: HNb(E') x Exp{E) -*■ C he the bilinear form given by the

Fourier-Borel isomorphism when dim F = 1, i.e., {{ex,f')) = f'(x) for all /' G

Exp{E) and xEE.  Clearly Proposition II .3 holds with « , ))F replaced by « , »

and < ,>„Fby < ,>„.

Given /' G Exp(F; F') and y E F, the associated scalar-valued function /':

E -> C is defined by fy(x) := (y, f (x)) for every xEE.  Conversely, given / G

HNb{Ef) the associated vector-valued function f • y: E' -*■ F is defined by

(/ • y){x') ■■= f{x')y. It is easy to see that f'y E Exp{E) when /' G Exp(E; F'),

and from the equality |||/ • y\\\Np = lll/llljv pll^||, easily checked, it follows that

f' y E HNb{E'; F) when / G HNb(E'). As for <, )nF and <, >„ on polynomials,

we have the following "reduction of « , »F to « , »":

Proposition II.4. «/ • y, f'))F = «/ f'y)) for allfE HNb{E'),f' G

Exp{E; F') and yEF.
A A

Proof.  From the observation that d (f • y)(0) = dnf(0) • y and

d"(fy)(0) = dnf'(0) , the equality above follows from the identities

<d"f(0) • y, d"f(0))nF = W"/(0),d"f'(0)y)n

given by Proposition 1.2.   D
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Chapter m. Differential and Convolution Operators

In [Gl,2], differential operators of infinite order, in the form of convolu-

tion operators (see ahead) on HNb(E'), are defined and shown to be continuous

[G2, §7, Definitions 1 and 2, Proposition 1, pp. 51, 52]. Their natural exten-

sions to f/jv b(E') ® F can be obtained by "tensoring" with the identity operator

on F.  However, the proof of the continuity of such extensions with respect to

the topology of HNb(E'; F) appears to be nontrivial when attempted directly. (If

dim E <°° then HNb(E') = H(E') is nuclear, from which it follows that the

nuclear topology on HNb(E') ® F = H(E') ® F coincides with the topology

induced by rlNb(E'; F) = H(E'; F) [Gr, §7, Proposition 8, p. 79]. The continu-

ity of the extension of convolution operators to vector-valued functions is then

immediate [Tr, Proposition 43.6].  If dim E = °°, however, then HNb(E) is not

nuclear, since E is imbedded in it, by the imbedding of PN("E') with n = 1.)

Hence we will first define "homogeneous" differential operators acting on homo-

geneous vector-valued nuclear polynomials (using the fact that PN(nE'; F) is the

nuclear norm completion of PN(nE') ® F by definition), defining finally the

general operators by an "infinite series" of homogeneous operators. (This is in

fact the method used by Dineen to define differential operators in terms of homo-

geneous ones, acting on formal power series (but scaiw-valued) in [Di, §3, Defini-

tion 13], as well as in [Dl], [D2].)

Definition. Given P'n E P(nE), corresponding to a Tn E PN("E')' by the

isometry /„ of Proposition 1.1, we define the homogeneous differential operator

P'n(d) on Qm+n E PN(m+"E') by P'„(d)Qm+n(x') := (d»Qm+n(x'), P'n)n

(:= <dnQm+„(*'), Tn» for every x' E E'.

Remark.   If P'n = u'x • • • u'n for u'x, . . . , u'n in E' then P'n(d) reduces to

b"/ou'x • ' • du'n (directional differentiation along the vectors u'x, . . . ,u'n in E').

Proposition ULI. IfQm+n E PN(m+"E') then P'n(d)Qm+„ E PN(mE'),

and has the following properties:

(i) illnmP'n(d)Qm+JN<rmn\\Pj\\Q'm+n\\N-,

Co (myp'n(d)Qm+n,Qm)m = (mmn)iQm+n,p'n • ö;w;

for all Q'm E P(mE).

Proof. We first consider polynomials in PJm+nE'), generated by poly-

nomials Qm+n of the form Qm+n = um+n,uEE.  Then

^ä"Qm+n(x')=(mmnyu,x'ru",

so

j¿Kid)Qm+n = (m mn)Ki«)»m ePfCE').
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Then

(j-rKmm+tt> Q'm)    =("m y„(u)<u-, Q'm)m - (W + y'n{u)Q'm{u)
» /m

- (Wm")<"W+','/>- ' Ä3U+. = (m^)<Ôm+».^ ' Qm>m+n>

i.e., (ii) holds for Qm+n G P/(m+"F'). By the Hahn-Banach Theorem there is

some Tm E PNrE')' such that ||rj| = 1 and <^(<f )ßm+ll, Tm) = \\P'n(d)Qm+n\\N.

Let ß^ be the transform Jm Tm E P(mE) of Tm: then \\Q'm\\ = 1, and by the

identity (ii) we have {Hn\)\\P'n{d)Qm+JN = W"WnV)Qm+n> ôm>m =

("«"Xfim+H. ^ • ôrnW < r^Qm^hK^ **- © holds 0n

P/(m+"F').  Finally, since P/(m+"F') is dense in PAr(m+"F'), (i) holds for all

Qm+n e VN{m+nE'), whence F¿(¿) is continuous, and since <, Qm)m and

( >P'n' Q'm^m+n are continuous it follows that (ii) also holds for all Qm+n G
PN(m+nE').

Definition. Given P'n E P("E), the homogeneous differential operator of

scalar type P'n(d)F is defined on PN(m+"E') ® F by P'n(d)F = P'n(d) ® 1F,

where 1F is the identity operator on F, i.e., P'n{d)F is the linear operator on

PN(m+nE') ® F derived from the bilinear map

G2m+n. y)e V+"*') x F k F;(d)ßm+„ - y g p„C£"; F).

Hence P^d)^ Qm+n¡i • vf) = 2, P'n{d)Qm+n>i • ̂ .

Proposition ULI '. Given P'n E P("E), the operator P'n{d)F has a unique

continuous linear extension to all Qm+n E PN{m+nE'; F), with following prop-

erties:

ii')  {llnmnV)FQm+JN<(mm)\K\\\\Qm+n\\N>

iii') iW)<Pn{d)FQm+n,Q'm)miF = {mmnWm+n,Pn • Qm)m+ny,

forallQ'mEP{mE;F').

Proof.  Let Qm+n = 2,. Qm+aJ • yt E PN{m+nE') ® F, with Qm+n¡ G

PN{m+nE') and y¡ E F: then from Proposition 111.1(0 we get

^K(d)FQm+n\\N < E^iW)ßm+l,.iiWW

Since \\Qm+n\\N = inf S/llßm+»,|ll/vll^U for ^ representations 2, ßm+n>/ • J',

of Qm+„> the inequality (i') follows. Hence P'n{d)F is continuous, so by density

of PN{m+nE') ® F in P{m+nE'; F) it follows that P'„(d)F has a unique continu-

ous linear extension to all Qm+n E PN{m+nE'; F) with preservation of (i').
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Again by density of PN(m+nE') ® F in PN(m+nE'; F), to prove (ii') it is

enough to consider Qm+n of the form Qm+n = Qm+n • y, Qm+n e P/v(m+"£'')'

yEF: using the reduction from <, )mF to <, )m (and likewise for < , )m+„iF)

from Proposition 1.2, (ii') follows then from the identity of Proposition III.l(ii).D

We extend P'n(d)F to PN(E'; F) by linearity, i.e.:

M

£ P'„(d)FPk   ifM>n,
k=n

0    lfM<«,

forPkEPN(kE';F).

Proposition III.2. P'„(d)F can be uniquely extended as a continuous linear

operator on HNb(E'; F), such that

\Kid)Ff\h,P <"^""ll^lllll/IIW^p.

for every p>0andfE HNb(E'; F).

Proof.  By the density of PN(E'; F) in HNb(E'; F) and the fact that the

linear extension of Pn(d)F maps PN(E';F) into itself, it is enough to consider/=

2f=0 Qk,QkE PN(kE';F): thenP'n(d)Ff := ^=n/n(d)F = 2^0 P'n(d)F Qm+n
(the case M < « being trivial), so (l/m\)dm(P'n(d)FfX0) = Ki^F^m+w Bv use of

the estimate of Proposition II.l ' we get

I«^(^)f/IIW,p :-   £   é-Pm\Wnid)FQm + n\\N
m = 0

M

k=n  0e-^/KMQm+nhQ

■■p-n\\Pn\\n\ jt j¿PkWQk\\Nlk <P_n«!ll^l
k=n

W,2p- D

Proposition III.3. For each g E Exp(E), with g'n := (l/nl)dng'(0), and

/e HNb(E'; F), the series 2~=0 g'n(d)Ff converges in HNb(E'\ F).

Proof. By definition of Exp(E) there is a X > lim sup^nlHs-J,!!}1'", hence

aOl such that n\\\g'n\\ < CX" for all n E N. Given any integer m > 0 and any

p > 0, choose o > Max(À, p): using the estimates III ||L < ||| |||a and those on

g'„(d) obtained in Proposition 111.2 we get, for every/E HNb(E'; F):

M M

< E \\\g„(d)Ff\\\Ni0 < lll/ll^ 2o £  «!ff"||^||
"-° '      n=0

< mN,2oc f 0)" <c(i - l)"\kNt2o;

Il M

n=0 Af,p
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convergence as M -*■ °° follows by the completeness of HNb(E'; F) [G2, §5,

Proposition 2, p. 43].

Definition. Given g' G Exp{E) and letting^ := {lln\)d"g{0) we define

the differential operator of {possibly) infinite order of scalar type g'(d)F on /G

HNb(E'; F) by g'(d)Ff :- 2~=0 g'n(d)Ff. From the estimate in the proof of

Proposition III.3 we have immediately:

Corollary. For each g' E Exp{E), the operator g'(d)F is continuous on

HNb(E';F).

Remark.   When dim F = 1 we have the differential operators of (possibly)

infinite order g'(d) on HNb{E'), studied in [Gl] (or [G2, §7]) in the form of

convolution operators (see ahead).  From the density of HNb{E') ® F in

HNb{E'; F) (Proposition II.1) it follows that g'(d)F is the extension to Hm{E';F)

of the operator g'(d) ® 1F (cf. the definition of P'„(d)F).

Relation with convolutions. In [Gl] (or [G2, §7]) it is shown that

the g'(d) axe the convolution operators on HNb{E'), i.e., of the form / h- T * f

for T G HNb(F')\ where (T * f)(x') := <T_x,f, T). (It is enough to let g he

the Fourier-Borel transform B7 of T, and use the fact that ¿"(r    ,/XO) -

dnf(x ), together with the scalar form of the representation « , g » of T in Propo-

sition II.3.) It follows immediately that g'(d) commutes with translations, and in

fact that all continuous linear operators L on HNb{E') commuting with transla-

tions are of the form g'(d) for some g G Exp(E) (let T(f) := (Lf)(0) for each

/G HNb{E') and g' := BT). From the coincidence of g'(d)F with g'(d) ® 1F on

the dense subspace HNb{E') ® F of Hpfb{E'; F) it follows that g'(d)F also com-

mutes with translations on H^b{E'; F).

As in the scalar case, any continuous linear operator L on HNb(E'; F) com-

muting with translations is of the form / h* T * f for some TE LiHj^iE ;F);F),

where (f */)(x') = f(r_x,f): indeed, let f(f) := (Lf)(0) for each/G

HNb{E'; F) (T being continuous because the evaluation map /1-> /(0), as well as

L, is continuous: 11/(0)11 < IH/lllAr,p for any p). The operators g'{d)F with g' G

Exp{E) axe then the convolution operators T * with T = T ® 1F, where TE

HNb{E')' is the inverse Fourier-Borel transform of g'. (We omit details since we

will not need this representation.)

Duality of differential and multiplication operators.  In [Gl]

(or [G2, §7]) it is shown that the Fourier-Borel transformation B is an algebra

isomorphism from H^b{E')' with convolution (where (Tx * T2)(f) := Tx *

(T2 * f)(0) for T¡, T2 E HNb{E')' and /G HNb{E')), onto Exp(F) with point-

wise multiplication.  In other words, the transpose of g'(d) (i.e., T * with BF =

g') with respect to the pairing « , » is g' • (pointwise product by g'):

Proposition III.4. «g'(d)f, /'» = «/, g' • /'» for allfE HNb{E') andf',

g' G Exp(E).
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Proof.   [G2, §7, Proposition 2, p. 60].

The same holds in the vector-valued case, for operators of scalar type:

Proposition III.4'. «g'(d)Ff,f'))F = <(f,g' • f'))F for all fE HNb(E';F),

/' E Exp(E; F') andg'E Exp(E).

Proof. From the density of rtNb(E') ® F in HNb(E'\ F) (Proposition HI)

it is enough to consider / of the form / = / • v with / E HNb(E') and y EF. By

use of the reduction to « , » of Proposition II.4 we use Proposition III.4 to get:

<(g'(d)FfJ'y>F=«iW • y, /'»f=«îW. /;»

=«/.«?'•/;»=<</, is' */v>
= «f-y,g''f'))F = «f,g''ñ)F- □

Remark.   Proposition III.4' can also be proved directly: it is enough to

expand « , »F as an infinite series in terms of the forms <, )n F given in Proposi-

tion 113, and then to apply the identity of Proposition Ill.l'(ii) term by term,

setting Qm+n = dm+nf(Q) and Q'm = dmf'(0). In fact, Proposition III.4, itself

can be obtained from the scalar form of Proposition 11.3 together with Proposi-

tion Ill.l(ii) in the same way.

Chapter IV. Existence and Approximation Theorems

The existence and approximation theorems for convolution equations in the

scalar-valued case depend on III.4 (i.e., [G2, §7, Proposition 2]), and the follow-

ing "division theorem":

Proposition 1V.1. Given fE Exp(E) and g' ¥= 0 in Exp(E), suppose the

following holds:

(*) For allfE KeA g'(d) we have «/, /'» = 0.

77ze« /' has the form f' = g''h' with h' E Exp(E). In fact, it is enough to sup-

pose the functions f in (*) to be of the form f=ex'P, with P E PN(E') and

xEE.

Proof. This is Proposition 3, §8, of [G2] (done there over E'), in the

language of convolutions: one shows that (*) implies f'/g' is analytic on all affine

lines S in E where g' is not identically zero, by showing that (*) implies that

every zero of g'\s is also a zero of no smaller order of f'\s. One then shows that

the analyticity of these f'/g'\s implies that f'/g' has an entire extension h! E

H(E) by an integral formula [G2, §8, Proposition 2, p. 65]. One then shows

that a quotient of entire functions of exponential type on a Banach space is again

of exponential type, by means of a one-dimensional growth estimate of Malgrange's

[G2, §8,Proposition 1, p. 63]. D

We now extend this fundamental division theorem to the vector-valued situa-

tion.
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Proposition IV.l'. Given g' ^0 in Exp(E)andf'E Exfiß; F'), suppose the

following holds:

(*') For allfE K.QA g'(d)F we have «/,/% = 0.

Then /' has the form f' = g' • h' with h' E Exp(E; F'). In fact, it is enough to

suppose the functions f in (*') to be of the form f=ex • P, with P E P^E1; F)

and xEE.

The proof requires two lemmas:

Lemma IV.l. // (*') holds then the following also holds:

(*") for all fEK2Ag'(d)andyEF we have «/, f' » = 0.

If the functions f in (* ) are required only to be of the form f=ex • P,PE

P^(E'; F), xEE, then the functions f in (*") need only be of the form f =

ex .ptpePN(E'),xEE.

Proof.  Suppose (*") failed: then there would be some fE K°A g'(d) and

V E F such that «/, f'y)) # 0. But then from the "reduction from « , »F to « , »"

of Proposition II.4 we get «/ • y, f'))F + 0. By setting / := / • y in (*') we get

a contradiction. Moreover, if / were of the form f=ex • P, PE PN(E'), xEE,

then /would be of the form /= ex • P, with P := P • v e PN(E'; F), so we

would still have a contradiction in the alternate form of (*').   D

Lemma IV.2. Given g'j=0 in Exp(E) and h' E H(E'; F), if g • h' E

Exp(Ë; F') then also it' E Exp(E; F').

Proof. Malgrange's estimate on quotients of functions in Exp(C) is shown

in [G2, §8, Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, p. 64], to lead to an estimate of the

form |/3£c)| < C3eC3'|:i:" for constants C3 > 0 and c3 > 0 and any xEE, when-

ever f3 E H(E) and f2 • f3= f'x, for f'x,f2 satisfying inequalities of the same

form, i.e.,

\fj(x)\ <C/iM    (i.e., for f¡E Exp(E)), i =1,2.

Since g' • «' S Exp(E; F') by hypothesis, it follows that g' • tí satisfies an esti-

mate of the form ||#' • «*'(jc)|| < Cxec 1 l|x" for every xEE; hence for every yEF

with llvll = 1 we have \g' • h'y(x)\ <C1eCl"x", where Cx and cx are independent

of y.  Moreover, g' E Exp(E) implies that g' satisfies an estimate of the form

\g'(x)\ < C2eC211*" for all x.  Letting f'x := g • h'y and f2 := g , from the Mal-

grange-Gupta estimate we obtain |«^,(je)| < C3eC3      for all x E E and all y E F

with \\y\\ = 1, since C3, c3 depend only on the C¡, c¡, i= 1,2, while these last

constants are independent of y, \\y\\ = 1. But then we have ||«'(x)|| < C^3"*"

for all x E E, i.e., h' E Exp(E; F').   D

Proof of Proposition rV.l'. Given (*'), from the first lemma it follows

that (*) in Proposition IV.l holds for/' := f'y, for each y E F.  Hence by the
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conclusion of Proposition IV.l it follows that, for every such y there exists an

h[y) E Exp(E) C H{E) such that fy=g'- h'(y). We define h': E -+ F* by

(y, h'{x)) := h'ty-fa) for each x G F and y G F:

then/; = s' • h'y = (f' • h')y for every^GF, i.e.,/' = g' • £'.

ft'(F) C F': indeed, given any xEE, since g' is not identically zero it fol-

lows from a well-known result on convergent power series, valid also in infinite-

dimensional domains [H, §111.1.3, Theorem 3(b), p. 71], that g' cannot vanish on

any neighborhood of x. Hence there is a sequence of xn G F such that xn -*■ x

in F and g'(xn) =£ 0 for every n.  Hence h'{xn) = g'(x„)~xf'(xn) EF' for each n,

and moreover

{y, h'{xn)) := h{y){xn) -> h'^x) =: (y, h'{x))

as « -* °° for every y G F by continuity of the functions h'^y It follows that

h'{x) E F' by the uniform boundedness principle.

h' is C-analytic, i.e., analytic along all complex affine lines in F: indeed,

each {y, > o ft' = h'^ is analytic, and the (y, > G F" for all .y G F form a deter-

mining space of continuous linear forms on F', so the G-analyticity of h! follows

from a classic result [Dun, p. 354].

h' is also locally bounded: indeed, it is enough to show that h'{K) is bounded

for every compact set K in E. From the coincidence of weakly and strongly

bounded sets in F' [H, §111.1.1, Proposition 1(b), p. 56] it is then enough to

show that (y" o h')(K) is bounded for eachy" G F". But from the compactness

of F and the continuity of each h'^ it follows that {{y, h'{k))\k E K] is bounded

by some Cy > 0, for every yEF.  But by Alaoglu's theorem, F is weak*-densely

imbedded in F". Hence for each y" G F" we can find some yEF such that

\<y',y">- iy,y')\ < l for every/ G F', so in particular \ih'(k),y")\ < 1 +

\iy, h'(k))\ < 1 + Cy for every k EK, i.e., each (/' o h'XK) is bounded.

The G-analyticity and local boundedness of h' imply that h! G H(E; F') [H,

§111.2.2, Proposition 1]. Finally from the second lemma above and the exponen-

tial nature off' and g' we conclude that h' E Exp{E; F').   D

We can now state and prove the Malgrange-Gupta existence and approxima-

tion theorems for g'{d)F. The proofs, given here in terms of the form « , »F,

are analogous to those in the scalar-valued case:

Theorem IV.l. Given g' =£ 0 in Exp{E), every equation g'{d)Ff'= g with

gin HNb{E'; F) has a solution fin HNb(E'; F).

Proof. The operator g' • (multiplication by g' on Exp(E; F')) is the

adjoint of g'{d)F with respect to the pairing given by « , »F (Proposition III.4').

Moreover, g • is injective, as follows easily from the fact that if g' =¿ 0 and g' •
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h = 0 then h vanishes on a neighborhood of a point where g is not zero.

Besides, lm(g' •) (:= {g' • h'\h' E Exp{E; F')}) is closed with respect to the

weak topology of the pairing « , »F: indeed, from the « , »F-duality of g'(d)F

andg' • it follows easily that lxn(g' •) C KoJldf, »F for every /G KoAg'(d)F.

Conversely, from Proposition IV.l' it follows that KeA«/, ))F C lxn{g' •) for all

/G KoA g'(d)F. Hence ImQ*' •) is an intersection of weakly closed sets.  Finally,

from the Dieudonnef-Schwartz theorem on surjections on Fre'chet spaces [Tr,

Theorem 37.2, p. 383] it follows that g'(d)F is surjective.   D

Theorem IV.2. Given g E Exp(E), the solutions ofg'(d)Ff= 0 of the

form f = ex • P with P E PN(E ; F) and xEE are total in the space of all solu-

tions in HNb{E'; F).

Proof.  If g' = 0 then KoA g'{d)F = HNb{E'; F), so we are reduced to the

density in HNb{E'; F) of the subspace generated by the functions ex • y, y E F,

xEE.   [G2, §5, Proposition 3]. Let then g ' # 0: given « ,/'»F in HNb{E'; F)'

suppose «e* • P,f'))F = 0 for all P E PN{E'; F) and x G F: by Proposition PV.l',

/' has then the form f' = g'' h' for some ft' G Exp{E; F'). By Proposition III.4'

it follows that «/,/'»F = «/, g' • ft'»F = <(g'{d)Ff, A'»F = 0 for every /G

KOA g'{d)F. Since every TE HNb{E'; F)' is of the form « ,/'»F (where ßT =

/') (Proposition II.2), it follows that all F G HNb(E'; F)' which are zero on the

solutions ex • P axe also zero on the space of all solutions/G HNb(E'; F) of

g'{d)Ff= 0. The Hahn-Banach theorem then implies the density of the subspace

generated by the solutions e* • P.    O
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